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Abstract
Joseph LaHood, Veterans Remember, VRV-V-D-2015-074
Biographical Information Overview of Interview: Joseph LaHood was born on May
21, 1951 in Peoria, Illinois and grew up on the south side of Peoria. He was expelled from
four different high schools over the course of four years. Faced with no other option, LaHood
decided to join the Marine Corps at the age of seventeen. He completed basic training at
Camp Pendleton, California and from there went to Camp Lejeune, North Carolina for four
weeks to learn about supply. LaHood then went to Quantico, Virginia for a year, and was
assigned to the Marine Corps’ officer training school, where he performed supply duties. In
December, 1969 LaHood was sent from Cherry Point, North Carolina to LZ Ross, South
Vietnam, a landing zone thirty-five to forty miles south of Da Nang, where he worked in the
1st Battalion, 7th Marines supply section, and also occasionally went on night patrols.
When LaHood returned from the war, he immersed himself in his studies at Bradley
University, and his work at McDonnell Douglas and then HBO & Company. He attended
years of therapy, starting in 1973, so that he might unpack the more traumatic memories that
he had repressed from his experiences in Vietnam. In the process, LaHood rediscovered his
Catholic faith and became a deacon for three different churches. LaHood cannot justify the
traumas that occurred during the Vietnam War, but he believes that these experiences helped
him serve and empathize with others who have experienced similar emotional trials.
Subject Headings/Key Words: Joe LaHood; supply duties during Vietnam War;
Catholic; PTSD therapy; Landing Zone Ross, South Vietnam; Peoria, Illinois; Camp
Pendleton, California; Marine Corps during Vietnam War; Camp Lejeune, North Carolina;
Quantico, Virginia; night patrolling during Vietnam War; Cherry Point, North Carolina;
Note to the Reader: Readers of the oral history memoir should bear in mind that this is a
transcript of the spoken word, and that the interviewer, interviewee and editor sought to
preserve the informal, conversational style that is inherent in such historical sources. The
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library is not responsible for the factual accuracy of the
memoir, nor for the views expressed therein. We leave these for the reader to judge.
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